The contributions of slant and tilt to the detection of local surface orientation in structure from motion.
The contribution of slant and tilt to the detection of differences in local surface orientation was examined for structure-from-motion (SFM) displays of a complex sinusoidal surface. Observers judged whether an elliptical SFM gauge figure appeared to be lying on the surface or intersecting it. The gauge figure orientation either matched the local surface orientation or differed from it in slant, tilt, or both. Similar sensitivity was found for deviations in slant and tilt, but greater biases and variability were found when the gauge figure deviated from the local surface orientation in slant, depending on the sign of the difference between the gauge figure and local surface orientation and the position of the gauge figure. The results are consistent with Stevens' (Biological Cybernetics, 46 (1983) 183-195) discussion of the computational advantages of slant and tilt contributing independently to the detection of differences in local surface orientation. The effects of changes in perceived surface slant and tilt during rotation and of the misperception of surface depth on the detection of local orientation in dynamic images are discussed.